
Fresh Air Hen Bertha
Instructions No. 252

This thick chicken does not only your doors reliably open, it sits when airing also very gladly in the window.
The basic shape consists of only few parts, so the chicken is quickly sewn with the help of these instructions and with a little practice on the sewing machine.

Attach the ruffle tape to the wings by hand

It's that simple:
Enlarge the template for the body to 125%, then transfer all the templates to the fabrics with a line-Ex pen and cut them out with 0.5 cm seam allowance.
Except the belly, all parts are needed twice, the feet and wattles even four times. Therefore, lay the fabrics double right on right as soon as you draw. 

Cut out the comb, beak, wattles and feet with 0.5 cm seam allowance from voluminous fleece, place them on top of each other and Fabric cuts sew them
together until they are turned over, then turn them over and iron them. Tack the frill tape by hand around the wings, underlay with volume fleece and sew on the
body. Sew the belly right sides together between the two halves, also fixing the feet 

Close the upper contour up to an opening of approx. 20 cm at the back, sewing the comb, beak and wattles tight, then turn. Place an insert of sturdy cardboard
in the chicken, stuff it with cotton wool and stones so that the centre of gravity is at the bottom. 

For the handle, cut a strip about 10 x 7 cm (including seam allowance) in half lengthwise and fold the edges inwards. Thread on the key ring and close the
seams. Close the back seam with a mattress stitch, fixing the handle. Finally sew on wax beads as eyes.

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

Article number Article name Qty
397926 fabric package "Rosenborg", 12 fabrics à 48 x 48 cm 0.2
337120 Westfalen fabric nettle nature 0.2
378512 Volume fleece, thickness 8 mm 1
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1
612531 VBS Key split rings, Ø 3 cm, 5 pieces 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/newsletter/
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